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Abstract: There is a broad consensus that the transforma-
tive power of the Internet of Things (IoT) will affect all
kinds of industries; or, to put it in a more optimistic light,
that almost no domain is excluded from the opportuni-
ties to leverage the IoT. But, what does this mean for the
future of industrial processes? This article introduces the
concept of high-resolution management (HRM). IoT en-
ables the collection of high-resolution data for the phys-
ical world where, as in the digital world, every aspect of
business operations can be measured in real-time. This
capability facilitates high-resolution management, such
as short optimization cycles in industrial production, lo-
gistics and equipment efficiency, comparable to methods
like A/B-Testing or Search Engine Optimization, which are
state of the art in digital business. We take the following
two perspectives on leveraging high-resolution manage-
ment. First, through greater insights into their industrial
processes, companies that apply HRM in their operations
are able to achieve higher efficiency, quality and flexibil-
ity. The example of vehicle fleet management illustrates
this effect. Second, we build upon the St. Gallen Business
Model Navigator in order to look in greater detail on how
the IoT affects industrial processes. Gassmann et al.¹ in-
troduce 55 generic business model patterns, of which our

Article Note: This research paper is mainly based on the following
prior publications [10, 11, 29], while at the same time introducing
new use case examples.
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extended research identified 20 that could profit signifi-
cantly from the IoT². Analyzing these 20 patterns allowed
for the identification of six key components:Remote Usage
and Condition Monitoring, Object Self Service, Digital Add-
on,Digital Lock-in, Product as a Point of Sales and Physical
Freemium. These building blocks help companies to sup-
ply HRM-supported offerings. Finally, the example of re-
mote monitoring of process parameters shows that these
business model components can also be deployed to cre-
ate offerings that enable others to apply HRM.

Keywords: Internet of Things, Industry 4.0, high resolution
management, business models.

Zusammenfassung: Dieser Artikel befasst sich mit dem
Konzept des „High Resolution Managements“ (HRM). Das
„Internet der Dinge“ (IoT), die Vision einer zunehmen-
den Verschmelzung der physischenmit der digitalenWelt,
spielt dabei eine entscheidende Rolle. Neue Sensor- und
Aktuator-Technologien ermöglichen Unternehmen Daten
in unbekannter Detailschärfe auszuwerten. Die vorliegen-
de Arbeit betrachtet das Konzept des „High Resoluti-
on Managements“ aus zwei unterschiedlichen Perspek-
tiven: Einerseits wird die Hypothese ausgearbeitet, dass
die neu gewonnene Fülle an Daten Unternehmen erlau-
ben wird, ihre Prozesse effizienter, flexibler und qualita-
tiv hochwertiger zu gestalten. Andererseits stellt sich die
Frage, wie das Internet der Dinge Geschäftsmodelle im
Industriekontext beeinflussen wird. Aufbauend auf den
55Geschäftsmodellmustern von Gassmann et al.³, werden
aus fortführender Forschung sechsKernkomponenten von
IoT Geschäftsmodellen präsentiert: Remote Usage and
Condition Monitoring, Object Self Service, Digital Add-on,
Digital Lock-in, Product as a Point of Sales und Physical
Freemium.

2 Fleisch, E., Weinberger, M., and Wortmann, F. (2014). Ge-
schäftsmodelle im Internet der Dinge. HMD Praxis der Wirtschaftsin-
formatik, 51(6), 812–826; Gassmann, O., Frankenberger, K., and
Csik, M. (2014). The business model navigator: 55 models that will
revolutionise your business. Financial Times.
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Schlüsselwörter: Internet der Dinge, Industrie 4.0, Ge-
schäftsmodelle.

1 Introduction
The Internet of Things is currently an omnipresent vision.
This is true for the academic publication landscape, the
agendas of executives as well as industry trade fairs like
the most recent CeBIT 2016 in Hannover. The term was ini-
tially coined at the Auto-ID labs at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology (MIT) and describes the vision that
virtually all objects become smart and connected [2, 18].
Thereby, a special focus lies on the efforts to achieve smart,
connected and automated production facilities andmanu-
facturing systems [3, 11]. In Germany this digitalization of
the industry is often referred to using the term “Indus-
try 4.0” in line with the identically named initiative of the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research [4].
The paper at hand aims to offer a framework for practition-
ers and scholars alike how to structure the potential influ-
ence of the Internet of Things on companies across various
sectors. Organizations canmake use of the IoT in three dif-
ferent ways:
(1) apply IoT-generated, high resolution data to improve

internal and external processes,
(2) enrich their product portfolio with sensor and actu-

ator technologies to offer so called digitally charged
products, or

(3) supply IoT technologies to enable others to become
successful players in the IoT ecosystem themselves.

The first role, applying high resolution management
(HRM), enables companies to increase the efficiency, qual-
ity and flexibility of their internal processes as well as im-
prove their customer and supplier relationship manage-
ment [11]. Regarding the second role, providing digitally
charged products, IoT technologies allow companies to ei-
ther offer entirely new solutions, enhance the value propo-
sitions of existing offerings or to target new customer seg-
ments [10]. The third role, when becoming an IoT enabler,
companies again equip other players with the necessary
IoT tools or capabilities to either applyHRMor provide dig-
itally charged products.

This paper argues that for either role (or a combina-
tion out of the three) a clear understanding of the concept
of high resolution management is crucial for a company’s
long-term success. Only if companiesmaster both the tech-
nical as well as economic IoT related challenges, they will
benefit from digitalization [10]. The remainder of this pa-
per is structured as follows. The next section offers an in-

troduction to the Internet of Things in general and Indus-
try 4.0 in particular. Section 3 then elaborates on the new
means of high resolution data collection enabled through
IoT technologies and the deriving managerial opportuni-
ties. Section 4 describes how to leverage high resolution
management from two different perspectives. A brief con-
clusion in Section 5 offers final remarks.

2 IoT and the Industry 4.0
The Internet of Things, a term initially coined at the Auto-
ID labs at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
describes the vision that virtually all objects become smart
and connected [2, 18]. This implies that objects become
capable of communicating with each other, the Internet
and humans – either directly or via medium devices such
as smartphones [11]. As a consequence, the digitalization
trend or to be more specific new IoT sensor and actuator
technologies are going to merge the two previously sepa-
rated worlds: the physical and the digital world [11]. Fig-
ure 1 below illustrating this merger graphically, also dis-
plays the five value layers of a generic IoT solution.

Figure 1: Five value layers of an IoT solution (Fleisch et al., 2014).

The physical thing (layer 1) refers to the object itself
and the local customer value it offers. An example could
be a common light bulb, simply spending light without
offering any other functionality. Since the physical thing
is bound to a specific location the local part of the value
proposition is so, too.

If this common light bulb in a next step would be
equipped with IoT technologies, such as motion detec-
tion sensors or actuators enabling flash light warnings
(layer 2), this will increase the value proposition of the
offering. Nevertheless the new functionalities could still
only be used on a local level.

Not until adding connectivity (layer 3), either by using
telecommunication providers or using in-house network
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structures, will the application be accessible and able to
communicate to the online word. As highlighted by Green,
McCarson and Devine [14], at this layer it is important to
decide how much computing actually takes place within
the device compared to the cloud or a back-end.

However, simply connecting smart devices per se does
not add any further value. Hence, data analytics (layer 4)
are required. Properly analyzing large amounts of data can
be challenging and requires a broad skill set from check-
ing and structuring data, to combining collected data with
information from various other sources [19].

In a final layer, using the output of all previous lay-
ers together, digital services (layer 5) can be offered to add
customer value on a global level. In the case of a con-
nected light bulb such a service could include a warning
system that notifies its users with a smartphone message,
in case some intruder should be detected. An additional
service could be a “pretending to be at home” simulation
mode, where the smart light bulb learns about residents’
movements and “plays” that sequence, when the house
is empty [8]. Such digital services are usually offered and
made accessible in location-independent, packaged and
suitable formats, usingmobile appsorweb tools [10]. Over-
all it is important to realize that rather than only combin-
ing single layers, successful IoT solutions require an inte-
gration of all five value layers.

The IoT has the potential to affect almost all life sit-
uations and will most probably be a game changer in the
majority of B2C as well as B2B industries [20]. While it en-
ables a broad field of applications, especially in Germany
cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) recently gained
specific attention [22]. Thereby, theGermangovernment as
well as industry leaders see the “industry on the threshold
of the fourth industrial revolution” [22, p. 767]. This fourth
industrial revolution, or to put it differently, the digitaliza-
tion of the industry, aims to enable a series of newopportu-
nities to save costs and improve outputs. Some of the most
popular attempts include preventive maintenance, remote
control, manufacturing analytic tools and services, man-
agement of process quality as well as smart retrofitting of
machinery [5]. Additionally, beyond the focal company’s
borders, Industry 4.0 technologies, will allow to integrate
whole supply chains, tracking and tracing inter and in-
tra plant logistics. Summarizing all these emerging possi-
bilities, Usländer and Epple [27, p. 860] describe Indus-
try 4.0 systems as “distributed processing systems [that
overcome] vertical (e.g. across the layers of the automation
pyramid) and horizontal system boundaries (e.g. across
organizations)”.

3 High resolution management
The fourth industrial revolution, as part of the general
trend towards an Internet of Things, significantly reduces
transactions costs, caused by real world vs. virtual world
media breaks [11]. The reduction of media breaks itself
is not new, also previous technological inventions aimed
to decrease their number. For instance, department-wide
information systems in accounting replaced troublesome
manual procedures where accounting clerks transferred
information from paper sheets into electronic calculators
and vice versa. In a next step, company-wide enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems and subsequently cross-
company information systems, e.g. supply chain manage-
ment systems, again allowed companies to avoid millions
of media breaks [11].

But why has it since long been a critical target to re-
duce media breaks in companies anyway? Humans, de-
spite their various skills and merits are in general not pro-
ficient in dealing with media breaks [11]. This causes three
main issues for companies. First, media breaks are error-
prone, because humans usually fail to replicate boring,
simple and tiring tasks (e.g. continuously typing in num-
bers) all day. Since the average data accuracy can be as
low as 70%, this is a severe problem [9] that causes ad-
ditional efforts and costs. Second, media breaks involving
humans are slow, as humans are not capable of processing
a lot of data simultaneously (cf. [26]). Lastly, media breaks
are costly. Either because they cause errors as indicated
above, or more generally, because in the long run engag-
ing labor ismore expansive, than investing into automated
machines fulfilling the same tasks [11].

While in fact, every data entry method introduced so
far, including keyboards, voice control or barcodes helped
to reduce media breaks and thus transaction costs [23],
the IoT is bringing the continuous efforts to minimize the
number of media breaks to a totally new level. In a world
where virtually every object is equipped with some sort
of minicomputer, sensor or actuator the parameter “trans-
action costs” converges towards zero [11]. This develop-
ment makes high-resolution data becoming economically
viable. Referring to a company’s data collection behavior
this means that based on reduced costs the amount of data
collected and the degree of detail increases significantly.
According to Fleisch [11, p. 16] across industries and ap-
plications “the movement from low-resolution sensing to
high resolution sensing” can be observed along the three
axis time, data and place.

Time – since in the physical world it is usually very
costly and complicated to collect data, companies rarely
perform data collections. A good example is the classical
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Figure 2: Towards real world high resolution data (Fleisch 2010).

warehouse inventory, which was usually used to be per-
formed once a year only [12]. IoT technologies will allow to
collect real-time data at marginal costs of almost zero.

Data – in addition to shorter intervals also the rich-
ness of data increaseswithdecreasing sensing costs. Small
and cost-efficient sensors will be capable of reporting var-
ious object-related as well as environmental parameters.
A concrete use case example is “TraQ”, a smart delivery
box, capable of exchanging a variety of parameters with
other cyber-physical systems along the production pro-
cess. TraQ is currently developed as part of a conjoint In-
dustry 4.0 project of the Robert Bosch GmbH in Stuttgart
and the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logis-
tics IML in Dortmund [28].

Place – using IoT sensor and actuator technologies,
it becomes economical to not just gather data related to
in-house processes but to cover the entire value chain.
Thereby, new geo-tracking and connectivity standards,
such as LTE, G4 and GPS/GSM technology, allow for
location-independent data collection worldwide.

With this shift from previously selective and low res-
olution data towards real-time, high resolution data, dis-
played in Figure 2, also a change of management practices
canbe pursued. Peter Drucker, one of the leadingmanage-
ment thinkers of the last century once stated, “You can’t
manage what you can’t measure” [19]. In line with this
statement, “measuring the effects of a system is a condi-
tion of being able to understand and improve it.” [11, p. 17].
In a world, where smart things are constantly communi-

cating and generating a rich hidden data pool, managers
will be equipped with new means to keep track of their
companies’ processes, customer segments, user behavior,
employee performance as well as future supply and de-
mand changes in real time. In addition, HRM capabilities
will facilitate best practice management techniques, such
as short optimization cycles in industrial production, lo-
gistics and equipment efficiency, comparable to methods
like A/B-Testing or Search Engine Optimization, which are
state of the art in digital business.

4 Two perspectives how to
leverage HRM

Emerging IoT sensor and actuator technologies build the
foundation of the fourth industrial revolution (“Indus-
try 4.0”) and allow companies to leverage new data in-
sights in three different ways. First, through greater in-
sights into their industrial processes, companies that
apply HRM in their operations are able to achieve higher
efficiency, quality and flexibility (referring to the first IoT
role “high resolutionmanagement”). Second, IoT and thus
HRM-supported business model components help compa-
nies to supply new and innovative offerings (referring to
the second IoT role “provider of digitally charged prod-
ucts”). Third, the example of remotemonitoring of process
parameters shows that these business model components
can also be deployed to create offerings that enable oth-
ers to apply HRM (referring to the third IoT role “enabler”).
This paper focuses on thefirst and secondof the three com-
pany roles emerging in the IoT.

4.1 Higher efficiency, quality & flexibility

High resolution management as described above allows
companies to gain insights into their industrial processes
to an extent unknown so far [31]. This enables organiza-
tions to increase the efficiency of their operations, while
reducing waste and idle time [11]. In addition, organiza-
tions are able to further improve single production steps as
well as the overall product quality. Finally, companies are
expected to be much more flexible in planning their oper-
ations based on empirical data, automated retrofitting and
a larger portfolio of connected and compatible machinery
and power tools [7]. The example of vehicle fleet manage-
ment at Bosch illustrates these effects of HRM.

Bosch, a leading German automotive supplier, cur-
rently offers an automobile fleet management system,
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allowing fleet operators to make use of a variety of new
opportunities with regards to the analyses of individuals’
driving behavior, single vehicle conditions or overall fleet
productivity. With high resolution data, Bosch enables its
customers (i.e. the fleet operators) to manage their fleets
more precisely, since they are able to detect potential com-
plications and problems already in advance. These early
warnings in combination with the introduction of real-
time counter-measures, increases the reaction time of fleet
operators and helps to reduce costs.

Referring to Figure 1, and the five value layers within
the IoT, the Bosch fleet management solution consists of
various components spanning across value layers of both
the physical and digital world. The connectivity control
unit (CCU, value layer 2 in Figure 1) describes a Bosch de-
vice that is built in the respective vehicles (layer 1). This
control device is connected to the car-internal control net-
work and inadditionpossesses ownsensors, suchas aGPS
sensor to detect the vehicle’s geo-location. The collected
data is transmitted via amobile network (layer 3) to a back-
end provided by Bosch (i.e. a Bosch server infrastructure).
There the transmitted data is coded and documented in
databases in order to be analyzed and further processed
(layer 4). In a next step the data pool is building the foun-
dation for various digital services (layer 5) such as remote
diagnostics, maintenance or fleet control [6].

The Dutch fleet operator “Leaseplan” with a fleet of
1.5 million vehicles under contract, uses the Bosch fleet
management system and is a specific use case for the
above described technology [30]. The example of the
Bosch fleet management system, although only shading
light on a single use case, provides interesting insights, il-
lustrating howHRMallows fleet operators to manage their
fleets more efficiently, while also being able to discrimi-
nate between customer segments. Looking at the classical
business model of fleet operators, the mileage of their ve-
hicles is a crucial indicator to determine the residual value
of the company’s main assets [15]. Traditionally in the ma-
jority of leasing contracts, thus a limited vehicle run time
is determined for a specific leasing period (cf. [21]). How-
ever, in the light of missing data sources, fleet operators
often lacked the possibilities to measure this important
parameter during the leasing period. So far, fleet opera-
tors were only occasionally able to gain information on
a car’s mileage, for instance when vehicles have been in-
spected [29]. Referring to an IoT enabled fleetmanagement
system, as outlined above, now real-timedata about all ve-
hicles’ mileage states are sent automatically to the back-
end after each trip. This allows fleet operators to detect
high mileages far earlier and to avoid the exceedance of
the contractual upper limit much more efficiently.

4.2 IoT specific BM components

Besides enabling companies to improve their internal op-
erations, high resolution management offers the opportu-
nity to apply new business models. Initially arising in the
1990s, the term “business model” still lacks a common
definition [32]. Broadly defined the term refers to “the ra-
tionale of how an organization creates, delivers and cap-
tures value” [24, p. 14]. In practice this rationale behind
a company’s business activities is often analyzed using
conceptual representations such as the Osterwalder busi-
ness model canvas (cf. [24]). At the same time, business
models are often associated with the names of specific
companies, like for instance McDonalds representing the
franchise-model or the computer manufacturer Dell refer-
ring to the direct sales model [10]. Beyond such individual
company examples,more generic businessmodel patterns
describe elements used in business models across various
industries and companies.

Based on their comprehensive research, investigat-
ing over 300 companies, Gassmann et al. [13] introduce
55 generic business model patterns. In an extended
research Fleisch et al. [10] build upon the findings of
Gassmann et al. [13] and select 20 out of the 55 patterns
that could profit significantly from the IoT [10]. Again,
analyzing these 20 patterns in greater detail allowed for
the identification of six key components inherent to these
20 patterns: Digital Add-on, Digital Lock-in, Product as
a Point of Sales, Physical Freemium, Object Self Service
as well as Remote Usage and Condition Monitoring [10].
These business model components describe how compa-
nies could supply HRM-supported offerings. While it is not
possible to elaborate on all 20 IoT specific business model
patterns, the six newly identified business model compo-
nents inherent to these 20 patterns will be described in
greater detail below.

Digital Add-on describes a business model compo-
nent, where various digital services are offered in the
after-sales phase of a physical good. A prominent and re-
cent example is provided by the electronic car manufac-
turer Tesla, who offered an autopilot software update for
$2,500 [25]. This digital add-on can be bought by owners
of the newer Tesla car generation and enables their vehi-
cles to park automatically. In the future it might be possi-
ble to buy other similar (also temporary) services, like for
instance the opportunity to buy some additional 50 horse-
power over the weekend to master a certain mountainous
route.

Digital Lock-in refers to the well-known Razor and
Blade business model pattern, deriving from the popular
example of Gillette with its razors and the related blades.
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The business model component “digital lock-in” empha-
sizes that only original parts are compatible with the sys-
tem. The IoT with its sensor and actuator technologies
will enable entirely new means to limit compatibility of
system-parts, to avoid counterfeits and to manage guaran-
tees.

Product as a Point of Sales envisions how physical
products can become platforms for digital sales and mar-
keting services. An early (rather rudimentary) version of
this business model component that already exists to-
day, is the option to access an internet shop when point-
ing with a smartphone on a specific product. This al-
lows companies to advertise or cross-sell further offer-
ings directly via the original product. Additionally, by this
means customers might collect loyalty points or search for
user information applying any medium device, such as
smartphones.

Physical Freemium stands for solutions, where a phys-
ical good is sold, along with a free digital service. Exam-
ples would be free digital maintenance or remote control
services. Such services enhance the value proposition of
the product andmight allow companies to sell the physical
product at a premium. However it is free for customers to
use the basic service itself. In a next step some customers
might decide to buy some extended, but charged services.

Object Self Service describes a scenario where not hu-
mans but machines reorder spare parts or required ingre-
dients. An illustrative example could be a heating sys-
tem automatically re-ordering oil as soon as a pre-defined
threshold in the oil tank is reached. A more concrete ex-
ample is the recently launched Amazon initiative “ama-
zon dash replenishment service”. It offers the option that
selected household appliances (e.g. washing machines,
printers) automatically reorder the required ingredients
when necessary [1].

Remote Usage and Condition Monitoring finally refers
to how smart offerings are capable of reporting real-time
data about their own condition or the environment sur-
rounding them. This allows companies to detect errors and
potential problems in advance, control for the correct us-
age of the equipment and offer affordable and efficient
maintenance. The examplebelowoutlines ingreater detail
how Konecranes used this business model component.

Konecranes, a leading manufacturer and provider of
cranes and lifting equipment based in Finland, offers in-
teresting insights, how HRM allows for the implemen-
tation of new business model components on the basis
of new IoT technologies. In 2015 Konecranes introduced
a new business model, allowing customers to rent indus-
trial cranes in Finland and the UK for their general manu-
facturing customer segments. Claiming to have launched

an industry-first rental solution, the company is target-
ing to generate new business through offering its cus-
tomers a novel way of financing the investment [16]. Thus,
Konecranes is addressing customers that weren’t in their
scope earlier. KonecraneRENTALL, how the solution is ad-
vertised, offers an all-inclusive leasing model with a leas-
ing period of at least 36 month for a fixed monthly fee.
The bundle includes the crane supply, a maintenance
and service plan with periodic inspections, spare parts
and consumables as well as an option to monitor cranes
remotely [17].

Offering customers an all-inclusive leasing contract,
just charging the actual hours the equipment was used, is
not entirely new. The classical “power by the hour” busi-
ness model pattern, initially launched by Rolls-Royce for
its turbines is already well established. Nevertheless, in
the case of Konecranes, only new sensor-collected data al-
lowed the company to lease their cranes. This new rental
business model for industrial lifting equipment is only
possible due to the rich amount of data Konecranes could
gather about its customers and their usage behavior of
cranes. A broad set of crane usage parameters (runtime,
starts, working cycles, overloads etc.) could be used to
optimize the maintenance accordingly and improve the
safety of operations. The examination and analyses of this
data are part of Konecranes’ competitive advantage and
enable this new business model in the first place.

5 Conclusion
In this paper the managerial possibilities arising from
high-resolution data as well as two perspectives on how to
leverage them were highlighted. Most certainly, high reso-
lution management (HRM) is going to provide companies
with competitive advantages and will play a critical role
in conducting a successful IoT business. At the same time
organizations will be facing severe obstacles when imple-
menting Industry 4.0 projects. As this article tried to high-
light a critical task includes the choice of an organization’s
position in the IoT ecosystem, as well as the identification
of challenges specifically related to that position. Outlin-
ing the three different IoT roles (i.e. high resolution man-
agement, digitally charged products and enabler) covered
in this paper could offer a guiding framework for compa-
nies to choose a role, or combination of roles, to pursue.
Despite these first insights, the research on HRM is still in
an early stage and many research questions currently re-
main unsolved. This paper aimed to provide practitioners
and scholars alike with food for thoughts introducing one
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approach how to structure and tackle companies’ poten-
tial roles in an IoT context.
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